
Write a conversation exercise: vacations & travel
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Write  a conversation with at least 6 of the phrases above.
Example: Luna,  Where do you like to  go on vacation?
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Sonia: Amber, where ____________last vacation? 

 Amber: Well Sonia, ____________last vacation, _______________Faraway Beach. 

Sonia: And where_________________? 

Amber:  We _____________________at the Centara  Beach Resort. 

Sonia: Wow! Sounds like _________resort! How long___________________? 

 Amber: We ______________for __ days and ___ nights. 

Sonia: What was it like? Was it ________________to take a break? 

 Amber: Oh yes Sonya! It was_______________. There are_____________. For example, they have good 

wifi. The _____________is great, and you can ______________you want. Also, you can walk to the  

______________at night.  

Sonia: What about your room?______________? 

Amber:  It was a pool villa with________________. It_______________. It was____________________. 

Sonia:  And the food. I bet________________. 

Amber: Yes it was_________. The breakfast was free, but you have to _____________for the seafood 

buffet for dinner. This resort has________________.  

Sonia: That sounds great! If__________________________. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Amber, where did you go on your last vacation? 

 Well Sonia, on our last vacation, my family went to Faraway Beach. 

And where did you stay? 

 We checked-in at the Centara  Beach Resort. 

Wow! Sounds like a 5 star resort! How long were you there? 

 We were there for 4 days and 3 nights. 

What was it like? Was it a good place to take a break? 

 Oh yes Sonya! It was really enjoyable. There are lots of amenities. For example, they have good wifi. The 

fitness centre is great, and you can use it anytime you want. Also, you can walk to the local market at night. 

 What about your room? Was it nice? 

 It was a pool villa with a garden view. It wasn’t noisy at all. It was peaceful and relaxing. 

And the food. I bet it was delicious. 

Yes it was tasty. The breakfast was free, but you have to pay extra for the seafood buffet for dinner. This 

resort has really good service.  

That sounds great! If I have free time, I’ll go there. 

 




